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WHAT would you think if you woke up to
morrow and found the whole country in the
grip of a great religious Revival ? If you found that
by some sovereign act of the Holy Spirit the whole
land was being swept along by a sort of tidal wave
carrying everything before it—what would you make
ofthat ? I can tell you. Some of you would welcome
it because your deepest desire would have come true.
Others of you would treat it with considerable
suspicion. Of others it would be said, as it was in

the days of the first visitation of God's Spirit ''great
fear fell upon all of them."
m

m

IDARESAY some of you took up your Radio
Times and saw the subject for to-night and next

Sunday evening was "Revival," and thought to
yourself, "Who wants that? Just sentimentalism,
emotionalism running riot and leaving nothing solid
behind." But I expect others, especially the older
ones, as they read about it conjured up visions of

great Missions with all their paraphernalia—huge
choirs singing revival hymns ; great publicity drives ;
appeals for workers and for money, and so on—and
wondered what it would be worth ; whether in these

days it would catch on. But not by any means
everybody would think like that. Many would
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know the difference between Missions and Revivals ;
between Missions at their best and that great sweep
of God's Spirit, spreading like a prairie fire fanned
by the wind—a wonderful sight, but terrible in its
glory. If you thought like that, you have the right
idea. That's the real thing. That is Revival. It's
the bursting through of the powers of the world to

come, bringing with them an ines^pable sense of
God's presence. Now don't misunderstand me:
I am not decrying either emotion or Missions. I am
simply stating that they do not, in themselves,
constitute Revival.

A ND while we're at it, we might as well clear the

7^^ air about these two things. Take emotion.
You can't possibly get rid of it. What we want to
avoid is the kind of emotion which has nothing really
solid to cause it and therefore produces no solid,
creative result.

Now when there have been these

great Movements of the Holy Spirit, then there's
invariably been a tremendous sense of sin, and that
has led to emotion.

How could men suddenly come

face to face with their lost condition, with unforgiven
sin, and with the realities of death and judgment,

and still be without emotion? The point is that when
God visits a land in this way, as maybe He will again
visit this land ofours, the emotion is that of a sincere,

repentant soul crying to God for mercy and newness
of life. That sort of emotion leads to something.
That is why the great Revivals have immediately
begun the great moral revolutions. When God saves
a man's soul He begins to purge his character.
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"OW for a word about Missions.

God has

mightily blessed many of them. Think of the
great Moody Missions during which literally tens of
thousands of men and women found immediate
and eternal salvation in a Personal Saviour. Have

you forgotten, you older listeners, those days when
thirteen thousand filled the Tournament Hall in

Liverpool night after night in spite of the terrible
weather? Do you remember in London the thou
sands who were turned away nightly for six weeks
when ten thousand were packed into the Albert
Hall? Was all this emotion? Weren't scores of lives

revolutionised? Wasn't Church life given a tre
mendous impetus? Didn't signs follow of a real and,
therefore, abiding order? Of course they did, and—

mind you—those who criticised were nearly always
drawn from one or both of two classes—those for

whom the Mission was too hot, or those who had

never attended. They were great times, but—I say
again—they were not revival.

These Missions were largely activities blessed
by God, but obviously surrounding men. Re
vival is whatI would call an atmosphere obviously sur

rounding God; blessing men in the most direct way,
quite independent of the machinery which it itself
creates and maintains, often, as in the great Welsh

Revival of 1904, without any organisation, printing,
notices or even hymn-books ; and more often than

not taking place as much outside buildings as in the
churches, though many of them, as a matter of fact,
were never closed ; because sometimes meetings went
4
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on throughout the night. Yes, it was an atmosphere
which had settled upon a place, much as a mist
comes down, enveloping a hill. But there was this
difference ; a mist chills and hides even outstanding

points, but the Revival brought a warming of hearts
and a clarity of mind about the vital truths of time
and eternity, of the body and the soul.

IT was like thatin the great 1859 Revival inIreland.
There were the most amazing happenings, some
times without any obvious preparation, but all due
to this fact—God Himself was visiting the people.

Can it be wondered that, for example, at Belfast
thirty thousand people came from all directions
into the Botanical Gardens, simply, to praise God in
a new sense of hberated joy, or to seek the way of
Salvation, or even to cry to God for mercy? It

wasn't a meeting in the ordinary sense of the word ;
people hadn't come together to hear addresses, or to
listen to plans for reconstruction, nor had they come
with some pseudo-Gospel theory to propound. No,
they came either, because for the first time in their
lives they were facing the fundamental need of
getting right with God, or, because they wanted to
rejoice in the fact that they had just entered into
the peace and assurance ofEternal Salvation through
faith in Christ, and were now seeing life with all its

problems and possibilities in the light of Eternity.
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fASKED you what you'd feel like, ifyou woke up
one morning—say to-morrow—to find yourselfiu
a and swept by Revival? Well, what would it be
like? You'd find the whole land, and therefore you
yourself, in the humbling, searching, but ever-lovingj
GRIP OF GOD. Your mind and soul would be

breathing the atmosphere of GOD-AWARENESS.
Some would welcome It; others would resist It-

Some would fall down, perhaps even in the very
streets, and cry out to God to save their lost Hell-

going souls. Some would scoff and say, like the
unbelieving religious—mark you—people on the Day
of Pentecost,"these men are full of new wine."
m

m

C^^OU think to-day is black and some of you may
III have lost heart. Perhaps some of you clergy and
church-workers, as well as some of you in the rank
and file, have fallen out by the wayside, and, to make
matters worse, you feel the challenge is being flung
at you—" Where is now your God?" Yes, the

world looks black to-day. Society looks down upon
the thousands of fragments into which her trusted
idols have fallen. Pledges and policies, leaders and
leagues, the teaching of pseudo-science—all of them
have so often failed mankind. The Church looks

down with not a little disappointment. She feels
she has lost touch with the world, she longs to help ;
she is facing the temptation to make almost any com
promise in doctrine or policy in order to get back
into touch with the world again. This is a serious

danger: but this is my point. Black though the day
IS, it is not so black as for example when God swept
through the land in that great" Wesley Revival."
6
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IOOKatUfe as it was then. The condition ofthe
^^country almost beggars description: it was a time
of utter indifference to God and man. High ideals
were discounted and outraged. Bestiality, brutality,
coarseness and looseness of life generally—these were
the marks of the days of the Georges. Children were
being suffocated in pits and factories ; men and

women lined up with gloating and merriment to
watch the horrors ofthe public executions ; drunken

ness was everywhere ; the streets were as dangerous
as they were foul , the state prisons were festering
sores. So the country was at one moment. The

next, it was smging its way back to God through the
ymns of ar es Wesley: it was being smashed

under the hammer-blows of his brother John, or

swayed by George Whitefield, perhaps the greatest
preacher the Established Church has ever known.

^
m- . .
ND what about the Church of those days? She

was ivmg in an Ice Age ; platitudes took the
p ace o t e
? ^^If-hearted apologies instead

of burning affirmauons of personal faith and con-

^ction such ^ had swept the country at the time of
the ReformaUon. It wa«j
there suddenly came the'
that
^r.A

ThitJ ic U

VlSltatlOU of & SOVC-

bee^ in America,
^ happened: Wesley had
'"ccess to convert
very pl£n facts. For' exlm T'
dT

the people of Georgia

white cliffs of Dover

"Either the Gospel doe.

^

been preaching the Gosr,"J"!"

Georgia," he writes,".

^™self,

or I have not
Again, "I went to

convert the Indians, but ^
7
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ohi who shall convert me?" and again, "What
I learned was that which I least expected to leam
that I, who had gone to convert the Indians was,
myself, not converted to God." And then there came

that great day in Aldersgate Street when he felt his
heart strangely warmed and saw for the first time the

difference between faith as a summary of religious
belief, and faith, as that something which accepts
from God Salvation, through the finished Work of
Christ, and knows that for Christ's sake God has
pardoned and saved the soul.

(JjlpHE country was waiting to be fired ; in a flash
_JiL it was ablaze. Look at those crowds of tough

miners, twenty thousand or more, in the early hours
before breakfast, gathered together on the outskirts

of Bristol ; see them broken under Wesley's
hammer blows of convicting truth ; then falling
dovm in penitence and prayer ; look at them drink

ing in the Gospel with its three great truths, as this
great Evangelist proclaimed them. One : Man

guilty before God. Two: Man—immortal ; he

— •
, nc
won t die hke a dog: there
is the life to come ; there
is Heaven and there is
Hell,^5 say
what thev
like.
—
—/
tiicy UHC,
Ana third : Man may be saved now—on the spot,
saved through faith in Christ Jesus. No wonder

the great crowd was gripped by such a message, and
by such a man.

iTMiilfWrf
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(TjIP'HEN look at Whitefield, graceful in feature and
JiL gracious in speech: listen to his clear voice,
carrying the slightest inflection to the edge of the
crowds, swaying, maybe, thirty thousand. At one
moment they are moved to tears, convicted with a
sense of sin ; in the next they are hushed to a silence
you could feel, as he reveals the wonders of Redeem

ing Grace. Yesj the country was in the grip of God.
God was visiting the people. It was so in the eigh
teenth century ; it was so in America, in Ireland,
in 1858 and 1859 ; it was so in Wales in 1904 ; more
recently in Korea and Manchuria, and still more
recently in the Kassia Hills in India.

IS it going to happen to us again? We must seek
God and discover what He has to say about it.

He is waiting as always to be gracious to the indivi
dual who seeks Him in Christ, and to our whole
Country. I firmly believe that by a solemn pro
vidence, we have it in our hands to bring it about,

that again the blaze of spiritual fire, the rushing of
the mighty flood, the descent of this God-awareness,
the bursting through of the powers of the world-to

come, may engulf all our people ; when many shall
be turned to the Lord with a conviction that"who

soever shall call upon the Name of the Lord shall
be saved."

Will you turn—or turn away? Which?

II

.

REVIVAL
Some Derived Considerations
Broadcast by the B.B.C. from St. PauVs Church,
Portman Square, London, W.i,on October i^th, 1942.
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eRANT,0 God, we humbly pray Thee, to all who

listen, here or in the home, a conviction as to the

reality of those things which together we are. to consider,
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen."

eOME with me to-night in imagination and be
an onlooker at two of the great Revivals.
Imagine you are one of those who have come from
America, Asia or Europe. World-wide Press pub
licity has made you keen to see what it all is. Is it
just another psychological phenomenon or is it (as
you dearly hope) a great movement of the Holy
Spirit? Suppose you're in Ireland in 1859 or in
Wales in 1904. What are the things which strike
you most? By the way, why not take a scrap of
paper (an envelope will do) and put them down.

They are key words and will summarise your
impressions : I'll give you FIVE VITAL

WORDS. Here's the first one—Sovereignty. Have
you got that? I am quite sure that the first thing which
would arrest you,indeed at times fill you almost with
fear, would be the Sweep of God's Spirit. His
10
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Sovereign activity showing itself in all kinds of ways,
but always self-attesting. Hall-marked!A spiritual
machinery is noiselessly at work and men and women
are being caught by it. Literally, everywhere,
amazing, wonderful, and even fearful things are
happening.

Take Coleralne in the Irish Revival of 1859.
Remember, please, this is typical ofthe kind of
thing which was going on throughout the country.
You are in the Market Place. In front of you is the
New Town Hall. Soon it is to be opened by some

public function. You have been told that a few
young men are to testify to the way in which God
has saved them. But look! Who expected this ?

From every direction crowds are coming.

The

Market Place is soon full. What is to happen?
What will be done with this vast crowd? God

Himself is to answer that question. The crowd

breaks up into a number of smaller ones. In each
of them is one of the ordinary local ministers, sur

prised to find himself suddenly tlie centre of eager
expectancy. Now watch. The Spirit of God de
scends! l^nisters and crowds alike are consciously

being carried along by a power they never expected,
but they recognise its character. They're having to
open the Town Hall ; so that crowds of sinners,
respectable or dissolute, religious or scoffers,
broken under the hammer of conviction, may be

dealt with by those who know the way of Life.
Many of these have had such a revelation of God's
Holiness and their own need as to cause them to fall
11
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prostrate upon the very ground. Look again.
Watch long into the night. See, wherever you look,
houses filled with people wanting to know but one
thing ! One thing only. God's plan of salvation.

IN the same way,this strange and solemn Sovereign
Action or activity of God was seen throughout the
twelve counties of Wales in 1904-06. The pits and

the hills were ringing as the miners met in the early
hours for prayer and praise, and the many crowded
the hillsides in the evening to sing and rejoice

together. Churches were filled, many of them day
and night. Homes, factories, and even schools were
responding to this strange sense of God's presence

which, like the sun, had suddenly burst through the
clouds and was making itself felt everywhere. Joy
and assurance ; hostility and resistance ; spiritual
happiness or open ridicule were evidence that
people's emotions had been stirred while other proof
was found in the great moral revolution which drove
before it much that was foul or false or formal.

Now will you put down your second word? Add

to Sovereignty, SUDDENNESS. Have you got
that? Suddenness. Yes, this would have made a

deep impression upon you as you heard from one
and another the way in which both in Ireland and

Wales the Quickening came. Sudden ; though there
were preparations ofa kind. You who have written

as so many have, expressing a longing for something
of this sort, note this. There was preparation of a
kind. For example. In Ireland stories had reached
12
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a number of dispirited Ministers of strange happen
ings in America. In New York 12,000 business men
were meeting daily for prayer. Offices were being

opened in the morning with prayer.

Churches

which were badly attended were being crowded out.
UGH stories led to tlie formation of little groups

I of ministers in Kells in Antrim,simply to lay hold
of God—I like that expression, it suggests a reverent,
believing, desperation!
Suddenly there swept
throughout Ireland the Divine fire, burning up with
in the Church a dead formalism, and outside the
Church much that was false or evil.

It was a fire

consuming the false hopes of men and laying, bare

their souls' desperate need ; a fire blazing up within
the hearts of those who turned to the Saviour as a

passion for His Service, a passion, indeed, for—
HIMSELF. The suddenness was equally to be seen

in Wales. Here, too, there had been a preparation.
Largely because they'd seen the transformed Minis

try of a once very popular preacher, a number of
dissatisfied clergy met together at Llandrindod Wells
to plead %vith God for that which they had seen in

their-friend, the power of a transformed Ministry!
Part ofthe answer was soon given. They themselves
transformed, were asked to go here, there and every

where to explain their newly discovered experiences
and to hold conventions. But this was not what I
would call the DESCENT. This came dramatically,
with precision, in the second week in November 1904

on the same day—both in the north and in the
south. You could almost imagine God saying,
"let there be "—and it was so.
13
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MOW for the third of our five words Here it is.
Rather clumsy, but descriptive. SELFDEVELOPMENT. Ifyou contrast Missions,however
blessed, with Revival, you will see what I mean.
Missions are the result of great consecrated human

activity: publicity drives—great choirs—well-known

evangelists — carefully organised plans, and so on.
Revival is exactly the opposite. The REVIVAL
CREATES THE ACTIVITY. Because God has in

this special way visited the people, all that is needed
just happens. The Movementis its own advertisement,
produces its own speakers, singers, halls, churches,
finance, everything. Even Evan Roberts was more
the child of the Revival than its parent. It even,

developed its own technique, and ever changing at
that. Seldom were meetings organised. There
were few chairmen. Not often were speakers known

to be coming, yet whether in the halls or upon the
hills, you found this strange phenomenon. A sense

of awe which feared almost to break the silence

mingled with the most unfettered freedom in song
and prayer. Nearly always there was order in these
orderless meetings!

MOW,I want you to put dbwn the next vital
word. Again it begins with'S'—they all do.

It is SUFFICIENCY. I mean just this. The simple
message did its own all-embracing work. With one
exception, there was no attempt to deal with the

ills of life, as such. There was no Social Gospel,
no intellectual Gospel, no Mora) Gospel, making bids
for the minds or consciences of men. No, nothing of
the kind. Only one ill was dealt with—that sin,
14
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call it what you like, which underlies all moral and
social disorders, and explains them. The sin of being
wrong with God. Under the simple message
of the Gospel three things happened. There was
conviction of sin, a turning to the Saviour, and a
revolution in character.

When God saves a man's

soul, He begins to purge his life. Let us say that
again: When God saves a man's soul, He begins
to purge his life. You remember the history of the
Early Church. It came to be the greatest moral
crusade in history ; yet it never set out to be it.
Drunkenness, immorality, and slavery, were com

monplace to a liideous degree. But notice that these
evils, except within the ranks of tlie Believers, were
never attacked AS SUCH! No. Those men who

turned the world upside down had but one message
and declared but one controversy. They preached

that man by nature was wrong with God—hence
the world's ills—and needed personal, NOT
SOCIAL, Salvation. They proclaimed that the one

controversy between God and man was not murder
or lying, not social inequalities nor immorality ; not
slavery or drunkenness, the one controversy was—

how would you finish that sentence?—CHRIST.
Hence the question of questions is bound to be,
"What shall I do with Jesus which is called the
Christ?"

MOW for our last word. SIMPLICITY. These
Revivals brought about a very simple, though
reverent, relation to God. Simple, artless, yet seldom
superficial, still less artificial. No, the varying
emotions were just the natural expressions of a soul
15
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at last breathing its native air in God, having found
that GOD IS THE SOUL'S REAL HOME. The

new nature was expressing itself in newness of life ;
the changed heart in changed habits. There was
no need, for instance, to tell some of the miners to

stop being cmel to their pit ponies. But there was
need to train the ponies again, they didn't know
what was happening. Their drivers had become
new men.

IKNOW what some of you are saying—would to
God all ofyou! Can we bring about such Revival
in our day? Is it possible for the halls of worldliness
to empty as the churches fill? Can faith be born in
a soil of doubt and denial? Can a Church only too

conscious of its powerlessness rise with revolutionary
force? Can men, still largely imbued with doctrines

of humanism, be brought, broken and believing, to
the foot of the Cross?

I believe that God in His

sovereignty has decreed, that given certain condi
tions, He will reveal Himself. Eagerly thousands of
you listeners are asking what are those conditions?
There are several really vital ones. Certainly five.
I'll be concise ;
I

Tin EVIVALS have nearly always started with a

JlLV few people getting together to plead with God.
Little groups have been organised and have studied
the Revivals both of Bible times and since.
II

THERE has been a very honest dealing with
personal sin.

Unconfessed sin has been coni6
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fessed definitely to God, and to any who have been
hurt by it.
III

(Jllp'HERE has been an humble desire to confess
III Christ as distinct from professing Him. The
confession of a Person rather than the profession of a
Faith.
IV

PRAYER has been offered up for those churches
and their leaders which seemed dead or power
less. Remember that though Revival has nearly
always come in spite of the Church rather than
through it, it has always started within it.
V

However much you get together with others
in prayer and so on, Revival must start indi
vidually. You must get alone with God and with
your Bible, to seek Him ; and to learn His will.
There must be the daily response on your part to
the voice of the Holy Spirit.

HAVE one more thing to say. Do remember that
the very word Revival means Reviving. In other
words, the message of Revival is to those who have
some experience ofJesus Christ as Saviour and God,

but whose experience has grown weak or cold. You
cannot revive what does not exist!

What do I

mean? Just this. My message on Revivals has been
to those who, however imperfectly, none the less
KNOW Jesus Christ; know that God has for His
sake pardoned their sin and received them into His
17
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family ; know that through the atoning work of
Jesus Christ upon the Cross their Eternal Life and
Security has been unalterably determined. Those
people can listen to a message of Revival.

"Tin UT what about those who have no such personal

111^ experience? My parting word is to you, but
it is not my word, it is the word ofJesus Christ. He
says to you,"Behold I stand at the door and knock.
If any man hear My voice and open the door I will
come in." What, the wrong side of the door,—Jesus
Christ, the soul's true and ONLY Saviour!!! Will

you let Him in or will you keep Him out? Will you
NOW accept Him or do you NOW reject Him—
What will you do? What will YOU do?

Ill
PRIMARY PRINCIPLES

OF SPIRITUAL REVIVAL
« THEN THE FIRE FELL."

^OME principles underlying spiritual Revival,
(^^may be gathered from a study ofthe historic scene
upon Mount Carmel, and endorsed generally by
Scripture and Church History. i Kings xviii.
should be studied carefully.
THE FIRE OF THE LORD FELL

"Then the fire of the Lord fell"(v. 38). When?
...Then! When after certain principles had been
18
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brought into operation, God in divine sovereignty
declared Himself in a sudden, dramatic and self^

attesting way, thereby honouring His servant and
vindicating the truth. When did it happen ? . ..
®'Then"! At a precise moment, which was both
a chronological mark and a logical sequence. When
certain conditions were fulfilled, then, then imme

diately, though not before, the fire fell.
A fire from Heaven, all-consuming and undeni
able. A fire as devastating to the false prophets of
Baal as it was satisfying to the lone prophet of faith
and righteousness. How this stirs up within us a
great unspeakable longing, a holy covetousness. O,
Thou God of Elijah, wilt Thou not show Thyself
strong on behalf of Thy people who cr>' to Thee day
and night!
Have you ever thought what would have been
the result had the fire not fallen ?

HAD THE FIRE NOT FALLEN!

Visualise the scene. There gathered together are
the prophets of Baal, and the prophets of the groves,
which ate at Jezebel's table. There, too, are the
great crowds of the peoples of varying outlook.
Elijah stands alone. The dramatic moment arrives.
All is now ready ; the altars have been raised, and
the sacrifices set. What a moment! How much de

pended upon it. The challenge had been made; a wise
and fair challenge. It was just the kind of challenge
that ordinary men and women would appreciate,
and, may we not say, that God Himself would
approve ? Why should men go on in uncertainty,
and why should there remain in the minds of
19
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Israelites doubts about the fact and Person of

Jehovah ? Why should the arguments between
Elijah and the prophets of Baal harass the minds
and consciences of the people ? Why not arrive at
truth, at finality, and then live in the light of the
discovery ? All this underlies the great challenge of
the prophet when he cries:"The God that answereth by fire, let him -be God." And all the people
answered and said: "It is well spoken." Could
anything be more satisfactory ?
Watch the scene. See the false prophets crying to
Baal ; see them cutting themselves with knives in
their intensity ; see them, like drunken dervishes,
leaping upon the altars. Hear the pathetic sum
mary and sentence :"There was neither voice, nor
any to answer, nor any that regarded."
Now look at Elijah, and think what is in the

balance. He has made the challenge ; suppose the
fire does not fall ?

What then ?

I have asked you to consider this situation, because
it presents a picture not unlike what we have to
face to-day. Had the fire not fallen ; if Heaven
had had no respect for the prayers of the prophet,
it would have resulted, to Elijah, in his witness being
disowned, his cause dishonoured, his God denied.
Further, the main masses would have been caused

to despair. "Our gods have not heard, his God
does not answer ; there's nothing in it all." Ahab
the king would have been relieved, while Jezebel
would have exulted, for at any rate the prophet
had been openly discredited. The time server
Obadiah would have been perplexed. All would
have been plunged into aforetime darkness,just as if
20
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God had never spoken ; as if there were no God to
speak. Silence mocks earth from a brazen heaven.
Now while this is not quite the modern position,
there is unfortunately sufficient to make us realise
how like the country is to what Israel of old would
have been had not God declared Himself.

We are

crying out,"Where is the God of Elijah ?" The
modern Ahabs are relieved, the counterparts of
Jezebel rejoice, Obadiahs are bewildered ; even men
of faith stand questioning—questioning, not God,
but the reason for His silence.

What is the reason

for the apparent silence to earth's dire need and the
Church's impotence ? It may be that if we study
the

FOUR VITAL FACTORS
IN THE PROPHET'S PREPARATION

we shall discover where we are wrong and at the
same time the way of spiritual quickening both for
the individual and the Church at large. What
might result from this study, if each of these factors
were made the subject of thought and prayer!
First was the repairing of the broken altar,
(v. 30). We cannot expect the fire of the Lord to
fall and consume a sacrifice offered upon a life which

is all out of spiritual repair. Perhaps stones which
once were firmly set, cemented with a burning
love and almost reckless faith have now worked

loose, if not fallen away altogether. The former
discipline of life has given place to disorder. Those
things which once made life a complete whole as a
"living sacrifice, holy and acceptable unto God"
have weakened, worked loose, dropped out. Stones
21
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of diverse character yet all so vital. There was the

quiet time" pledged to God. We listened, we
communed,. we thought as in His presence. We
interceded and prayed with an intensity that
counted.

Purity of habit and motive had found

their right place into the altar oflife. Constancy and
consistency had made us reliable friends and true

witnesses. The world was once a place to which, for
Christ's sake, we sought to give our best rather than
a place to be plundered for selfish reasons.

Life was carried along by a loving passion for
God and the souls of men, not driven by a mere,
rather tiring conscience. It was easy to plead with
God and with men. How we loved singing! Yes,
stones ofsong had their place. What of these stones
to-day ? Is the Altar intact ? God's fire seldom

falls upon sacrifices offered upon an altar in disre

pair. Elijah demonstrated a second principle which
is vital to Revival. He had a single eye to God's
glory. Hear the prophet as he lays hold of God in
prayer. '
"Let it be known that Thou art God in

Israel"; and Lord, if I must come into the picture,
"that I am Thy servant and that I have done all
these things at Thy word."'

Why do we want blessing ? That our churches
may be filled, our addresses and sermons empowered?
Let us be honest. Why do we want this great out
pouring ? That a godless people may be converted,
and an immoral or careless people changed ? Why
are we seeking this great experience ? That we
may be spiritually happy and others restored or
converted ? Whatever place there may be for such

considerations, they cannot be the basis for seeking
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Revival with any real hopefulness.

One of the

truths that the Church most needs to learn afresh is

found in Isaiah xlviii. ii.:"I will not give My glory
unto another." When the Church or the individual

becomes consumed with a passion for the Lord's

glory, and His glory alone, things will soon begin
to happen. Great honesty is needed in this matter.
Why do we want Revival ?
The prophet's unqualified belief is the third

factor in this great spiritual drama. He challenged
the greatest enemy of fire to do its worst. He urges
them to pour water, and yet more water upon the
sacrifice, indeed to fill the trench. "Will water

quench the fire ? Nay, it will only make the Divine
display the more manifest." Many to-day do not
really expect God to do something of a dramatic and
sovereign order. They would be surprised, if not
frightened, to wake up and find the country in
spiritual flames, and' life permeated with an in

escapable sense of God's presence. They expect
hardly more than a gentle blessing falling upon an
address or meeting—if always that.

Notice the

humble yet bold way in which'Abraham challenged
God on behalf of the cities of the plain (Gen. xviii.
23-33)- Do we expect God to do something which
man will regard as the sovereign act of Deity ?
The prophet alone with God.

At the time of

the evening sacrifice, Elijah, alone and apart with
God, wrestles and believes. The story of the great
Revivals reveals many things of first importance,
but nothing more important than this : the value and
vital necessity of being alone with God. Were but

one suggestion allowed to sum up the preparation of
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the individual for Revival, it could hardly be better
than get alone with God, and again I say
ALONE WITH GOD.

Bring these four truths together, face them, and
add the great summary : THEN THE FIRE FELL.
THE REPAIRED ALTAR.
THE SINGLE EYE.

THE UNQUALIFIED FAITH.
THE SECRET PLAGE OF THE MOST HIGH:
THEN THE FIRE FELL.

Perhaps no greater contribution could be made
towards Revival than that which would be made by
little groups of people with a similar outlook and
who meant business, getting together for prayer and
consultation.

The two Broadcast Addresses have been reproduced as given

1 hence the conversational style has ofnecessity been retained.
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